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ABSTRACT:  
 Some failures were happened among Bottom-Mounted Instrumentation (BMI) structures, 
Irradiation Surveillance Capsules (ISC) and steel chimney of RX Building respectively on some 
operating NPPs. A comprehensive mechanics and material researches were then made in the 
component design improvements. The failure causes for these three components were all considered to 
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be flow-induced vibration, so the researches were conducted beginning with 3-D Computational Fluid 
Dynamics (CFD) analysis, to Flow-Induced Vibration (FIV) analysis, loading and stress and fatigue 
analyses, as well as failure cause analysis for the original structures. The difficulties in the researches 
are digitalized simulation technology in fluid field analysis, flow-induced vibration analysis technology 
for structures, numerical analysis for large deformation and large plastics, failure mechanism analysis 
of materials, and integrity analysis technology for bolts in reactor internals as well. The design analysis 
result comparison between the improved and original structures and necessary experimental 
verification in the researches shows that the design modification is adequate. The root cause for the 
failure of the original components was successfully found out in terms of the mechanics and material 
failure analyses, thus the design of the improved structures can be proven to be aimed at. 
 
Key Words: Reactor, Bottom-Mounted Instrumentation (BMI) Structures, Irradiation Surveillance 
Capsule (ISC), Steel Chimney, Computational Fluid Dynamics (CFD) analysis, Flow-Induced 
Vibration (FIV) analysis, failure cause analysis 
 
1. INTRODUCTION 
 Some leakage and blockage were found in instrumentation tubes at lower part of the RPV before 
fourth outage in a NPP. Integral damage due to failure of connectors in BMI was furthermore found by 
underwater video inspection. Researches aimed at the replacement of BMI were then performed from 
year 1998 to 2000. 
 Severe wear was also found in the support location between ISC and upper part of protection 
sleeve during the fourth outage for the NPP. Vibration characteristics analysis was carried out for the 
original and repaired structures by Westinghouse, and concluded that the modification could be 
accepted. In November of 2000, however, some severe wear was again found at the position of locating 
slices in the ISC upper part during the fifth outage, and some support springs were broken. The 
improvement of the ISC as well as its support structure for 30 years’ life-time must be considered. A 
comprehensive investigation was therefore completed in the view of design and safety analysis. 
 Some crackings were happened at locations of side ribs at a steel chimney of RX Building in 
another NPP in May of 1997 after a strong storm. Additional cracks were appeared around Elevation 58 
m at early 2002. An improvement and repair design was required to be made quickly. On the other 
hand, the failure cause must be analyzed to provide suggestions and bases for the improvement. 
 The common features for the three components are that flow or air loading applies them all. The 
flow-induced vibration (FIV) for the structures was then produced, causing alternative stress and 
fatigue. So, in the researches detailed 3-D Computational Fluid Dynamics (CFD) analysis was used to 
obtain local fluid field. Various mechanism of FIV was analyzed in detail, and stress, fatigue, fracture 
analyses and evaluations were performed at last. Among them, material damage analysis was also made 
for irradiated-damage materials, including deep studies of influences of irradiation, wear and corrosion 
to fatigue strength, fracture toughness and crack propagation. 
 Based on CFD, FIV and material damage analyses, a quantitative analysis was made for the 
original structure, finding out the failure causes and comparing with analysis results of modified 
structure. The acceptance of the improvement was then verified. 
 
2. Contents of Mechanics and Material Researches 
2.1 Mechanics and Material Researches for BMI 
（1） Summary of mechanics and material analysis for BMI 
 Objectives and requirements of the researches are outlined in the Summary. Flow diagram, 
contents and conclusions of the researches, including comparison of analysis results for the modified 
and original structures, improvement effects and failure causes, were described. Main technology key 
points and conclusions in the researches were also outlined. 
（2） 3-D CFD analysis of the lower part of core barrel for the reactor internals on 300MWe NPPs 
 CFX code was used in the CFD analysis. The analysis regime was from annular area of 1.5 m 
above the lower plate of the core barrel to 0.5 m of the core. The fluid was assumed as stead state and 
standard k-ε model was used in the calculation. The overall and sectional distributions of pressure, 
velocity and kinetic energy were obtained. 
 The results of the CFD calculation provided velocity input data for FIV analysis and demonstrated 
that the variation of the total core fluid field was within design allowance. The fluid field analysis for 
different style tie plates indicated that affection of the configuration of selected three tie plates was 
insignificant. That meant the structures of the tie plates were not cause of the damage. 
（3） FIV analysis for the BMI of the reactor internals on 300MWe NPPs 
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 The purpose of FIV analysis was to provide fluid-induced structural loading for stress analysis. In 
the analysis, 3-D FEM model was built up using ANSYS code, deriving structural displacement 
response equations from fluid and vibration theories. Eight fluid excitations were considered in the 
calculation. Based on comparison between calculation and experimental data of 1:5 scale model and 
reaching of good agreement, FIV calculation for the BMI structures was performed to obtain design 
loadings on various connections, applying as input to stress and fatigue analyses and providing basis 
for cause analysis. 
（4） Loading analysis for the BMI of the reactor internals on 300MWe NPPs 
 The purpose of the loading analysis was to provide design loadings to the stress and fatigue 
analyses. The static loadings considered were dead weight, fluid flowing and temperature. The dynamic 
loadings involved were FIV, impact loadings of radial key due to motion of the core barrel and seismic 
loading.  
（5） Stress and fatigue analyses for the BMI of the reactor internals on 300MWe NPPs (for 

thimbles, support columns and tie plate) 
 Stress, fatigue analyses and evaluations were completed in accordance with ASME Code, Section 
III, Subsection NG, to the thimbles, support columns and tie plate under FIV, seismic and other 
loadings. 
（6） Stress and fatigue analyses for the BMI of the reactor internals on 300MWe NPPs (for bolts) 
 Different members in the BMI were connected with bolts to form integrally structural stiffness, 
meeting requirements of functioning. In terms of the requirements in SME-III-NG, analyses and 
evaluations for maximum membrane, maximum shear, maximum support surface stress, tightness, 
maximum installation stress, sliding, separation, high and low cycling fatigue were carried out under 
combination of various loadings (preload, temperature difference, dead-weight, fluid force, earthquake 
and FIV). 
（7） Dynamic property researches for the BMI of reactor internals before and after improvements 
 The dynamic property analysis was required prior to FIV calculation of the BMI structures, 
including natural frequencies and mode shapes, which were significantly basic parameters. For 
verification of the agreement between calculation and actual data, a site vibration test for the BMI 
structures was completed before and after improvement. The results provided fundamental parameters 
for excitation response calculation of flow-induced vibration. 
（8） Experimental research to affection of different materials connections under thermal cycling 

load 
 The material in the BMI of a NPP is Inconel 718 Alloy. Owing to different expansion coefficients 
from connected material, there are larger stresses produced in the bolt connectors due to different 
expansion under high temperature operating condition. Changes of preload and torque in bolt 
connectors, as well as performance changes for tightness, installation stress, sliding, separation and 
fatigue were investigated simulating operating thermal cycling condition. 
 The investigation indicated that the preload of bolts must be selected adequately, and the factors 
affecting preload relaxation were found out. 
（9） Anti-loosing performance researches of fasteners in the BMI of the reactor internals on 

300MWe NPPs 
 The simulated anti-loosing vibration test under preload and spot-weld conditions demonstrated 
that quality of the spot-weld was of significance to loosing of the bolts. As to connections with 
different materials, there were some affections to loosing torque of the bolts from thermal cycling. For 
protection from loosing of the bolts, the support surface stress between a bolt and flange should not be 
too large. The preload in the bolts should be adequately controlled. The anti-loosing torque may be 
decreased in application of dynamic loading when too much preload was used, which was not always 
beneficial for anti-loosing performance. In addition, under thermal cycling and vibration conditions, 
fatigue damage of the bolts must be fully noticed. 
（10） Morphology and performance analysis for connecting bolts in reactor internals 
 Owing to high temperature water and irradiation condition for the connections in the reactor 
internals, the design and materials of the connections are very important to ensure safety operation and 
keep functioning in the life-time. The connections of the reactor internals for Qinshan and PC NPPs are 
made of Inconel 718 Alloy. 
 Based on literature investigation, the basics of Alloy Inconel 718, including alloy morphology, 
fabricating process and morphology control, alloy conventional performance (mechanical properties), 
special performance (fracture and fatigue), as well as performance under corrosion and irradiation were 
discussed, providing supporting information for safety analysis. 
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2.2 Mechanics and Material Researches for ISC 
（1） Summary of mechanics and material analysis for ISC on Qingshan NPP 
 Objectives, requirements and preliminary failure analysis of original structures as well modified 
design of the researches were outlined, describing flow diagram, contents and main results in the study. 
From aspects of CFD, FIV, structural design analysis, fretting of material and its mechanism, 
comparisons were made for the original and modified structures. The key points in the researches and 
conclusions were also summarized. 
（2） Design analysis for stretcher of ISC on a NPP 
 The stretcher was used to support ISC in a manner of preload so as to protect fretting due to 
vertical and horizontal slides, as well as increasing natural frequencies to reduce FIV response. The 
elastoplastic calculation was adopted to analyze and compare the limit loads and plastic deformation 
for four designs, obtaining better fixed design. In addition, insertion-withdrawal process analysis of the 
stretcher was completed by use of computer codes LS-DYNA and MSC/Marc to obtain forces in the 
process and compare with test data. 
(3) Loading analysis for the ISC of the reactor 
 The purpose of the loading analysis was to provide design loads for the stress and fatigue analyses. 
Loadings could be divided into static and dynamic ones. Static loadings were dead weight (DW), 
temperature (TH), fitting preload (PF) for connectors and fluid flowing loads (FLOW). Dynamic 
loadings were flow excitations (FIV), core barrel motion (CBM) and seismic loadings (OBE and  
SSE). 
 Loading analysis methodology, analytical model and results were outlined in the report. 
(4) 3-D CFD analysis for ISC and annular area of the reactor 
 Computer code CFX was adopted in the 3-D CFD analysis. The annular area between RPV and 
core barrel shell was used as the analytical regime, taking inlet nozzle as fluid input boundary, and 
annular section 1 m above the lower plate of the core barrel as fluid output boundary. 
 The ISC structures were located in actual positions in the model. Flowing holes in the protection 
sleeve of original ISC and real dimension of the ISC were simulated. For the modified structures, as 
there was no flowing holes in the sleeve, only the geometric dimension was treated as boundary in the 
model. Two operating conditions, i.e., signal and double pump operations were considered. 
 Owing to complex of the structures, the geometry was built using UG and then transferred into 
CFX5 BUILD by PARASOILD. B-REP solid was created finally. 
 The fluid was assumed as constant temperature, uncompressible and constant. The stead-state k-ε 
model was used in the calculations. The visualized pressure, velocity and kinetic energy filed 
distributions on various vertical and horizontal sections were obtained. 
 The analytical results indicated that the ISC was located just around the symmetrical axis of two 
inlet nozzles, where the flow field was very complicated with larger vertical velocities and 
circumferential flow on horizontal sections. For the original ISC, the cross flow field was also formed 
inside the sleeve as the same as that outside the sleeve. The CFD results provided input data both for 
FIV analysis and failure cause analysis of the original structures. 
(5) FIV analysis for ISC of the reactor 
 The purpose of the FIV analysis was to provide loadings produced by structural vibration 
response from fluid applications. A FEM model of the ISC structures was set up by ANSYS. The 
equation of structural displacement response was derived from fluid and vibration theories. Various 
fluid excitations including random turbulence, vortex shedding, core barrel motion and quasi-static 
force were considered in the calculations. Loadings of different positions on ISCs were obtained 
through FIV analyses for the original and modified ISC structures, taking as input for consequent stress 
and fatigue analyses, as well as bases for the cause analysis of the original structures. 
(6) Seismic analysis for ISC of the reactor 
 Based on the dynamic properties analysis, the seismic analysis of the ISC structures was then 
performed. The response spectrum method was used to obtain forces and moments necessary to stress 
analysis. The seismic acceleration design spectra at ISC supports obtained from seismic response 
analysis of the reactor internals were taken as input for the seismic analysis of the ISC structures. 
(7) Dynamic properties test and analysis for ISC of the reactor 
 FIV and seismic analyses of the ISC structures were based on the dynamic properties of the 
structures. The natural frequencies and mode shapes of the structures are important parameters. To 
verify if the calculated results were conformed to actual data, a dynamic properties test in air and water 
was conducted for the modified structures. 
 A analytical calculation was also conducted for the original and modified ISC structures. The 
quantitative comparisons to the natural frequencies and mode shapes were made to expose the defects 
for the original ISC on aspects of the dynamic properties, demonstrating failure cause of the original 
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structures at one side. Additionally, degree of improvement on dynamic properties for the new 
structures was also demonstrated. 
(8) Stress analysis and evaluation for ISC of the reactor 

 Based on the loading analysis, load combinations for key positions were made to perform stress, 
fatigue analyses and evaluations. The evaluating positions included welds, stress concentrations, 
supports and bolt connections. 
(9) Fretting mechanism analysis for ISC of the reactor 

Severe wears at support portions of connections for the ISC and the sleeve were found during 
fourth and fifth outages in a NPP. To analyze the failure cause in detail, the fretting and fretting fatigue 
mechanism should be primarily disclosed, including influences against fretting from various factors 
(amplitude, contact pressure, frequency and environment etc.) 
 Some important conclusions were obtained in the fretting fatigue mechanism analysis, including 
decrease of high cycle fretting fatigue strength and increase of fretting fatigue crack propagation rate, 
which could be used as a significant basis for the failure analysis of the original structures. 
(10) Failure cause analysis for original ISC of the reactor 

 Based on elementary failure cause analysis for the original ISC structures, further analysis was 
made through CFD, FIV and fretting mechanism, three aspects of the failure causes were disclosed. 
First, the flowing holes on the protection sleeve induced excessive fluid excitations against ISC 
structures, Secondarily, too weak supports and lower natural frequencies produced excessive 
flow-induced vibration in vertical and torsional orientations, and last the fretting made decrease of the 
material fatigue strength and increase of the crack propagation rate to cause failure at supporting slices 
due to addition of the fretting and fretting fatigue in a very short time. 
 In terms of the failure causes of the original ISC structures, relevant modifications were made to 
the improved structures. From the comparisons among the original and modified structures, it is clearly 
shown that the improvement is acceptable. 
 
2.3 Failure Cause Researches for Original RX Building Steel Chimney on a NPP 
（1） Fluid field research for RX Building steel chimney 
 The research included: 

 Integral CFD analysis for the RX Building steel chimney 
 Fluid analysis under wind load was conducted for Building 01~06 together with their outside 
space to obtain the distributions of velocity, pressure and kinetic energy, providing bases for FIV and 
failure cause analyses. 

 Local CFD analysis for the RX Building steel chimney 
 The distributions of velocity and pressure were obtained through smooth surface and surface 
having stiffening ribs with comparisons of the results, providing reference for the improvement design. 
（2） Stress and fatigue researches for the original RX Building steel chimney 
 Three aspects for the stress and fatigue are included: 

 Strength, stiffness and local stability estimates and primary evaluations were performed by 
Material Mechanics to the original structure using equivalent static wind load provided from 
the designer and obtained by Code requirements. 

 Detailed static calculation was conducted by applying the equivalent static wind load to the 
FEM model, with and without steel cables, which was provided by the designer and calculated 
by Code requirements. The deformation, distributions of the integral and local stresses were 
then obtained. 

 Modal and dynamic analyses were carried out on the FEM model of the original structure to 
obtain natural frequencies and mode shapes. Applying standard wind Power Spectrum Density 
(PSD) to the FEM model, a detailed dynamic response analysis was then implemented to 
calculate the deformation, local and integral stress distributions. 

 A fatigue analysis and evaluation to local welding portions was conducted to provide basis for 
the failure cause analysis. 

(3) Crack propagation estimates and failure evaluations for the original RX Building steel chimney 
  Four aspects of the investigations are included: 

 External causes of the steel chimney failure from 3-D CFD analysis. 
 Inherent causes of the steel chimney failure from structural stress and fatigue analyses. 
 Inherent welding causes of the steel chimney failure from structural welding fatigue. 
 Crack propagation estimates from welding fatigue crack propagations. 
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3 Improvement Effects 
3.1 Improvement Effects for BMIs to Original Structures 
 From configurations of Type I, Type II columns, connecting bolts and material performance, the 
comparisons of the Qinshan replacement and PC modified BMIs to the original one were made, the 
results were summarized in Table 1. It indicated that the improvements were effective. 
 

Table 1 Improvement Effects of BMI Structures 
Configurations Q1 Original Q1 Replacement PC Modified Effects 
Type Ⅰ 
Column 

1. too much 
connections 
2. M56 nuts used at 
upper of support 
column and lower 
core barrel plate 
3. cups and 4×M8 
bolts used at 
connections of 
columns and tie plate 
4. spot weld at 
anti-loosing pins to 
protect loose of bolts 

1. integral continuous 
structures 
2. flange used at 
upper of support 
column and lower 
core barrel plate 
3. flange and 4×M18 
bolts used at 
connections of 
columns and tie plate
4. mechanical locking 
to protect loose 

1. integral continuous 
structures 
2. flange used at 
upper of support 
column and lower 
core barrel plate 
3. flange and 4×M12 
bolts used at 
connections of 
columns and tie plate 
4. mechanical locking 
to protect loose 

1. simplified struct. 
2. stiffness increase 
3. bolt strength and 
anti-fatigue 
performance increase
4. reliability of the 
anti-loosing increase 

Type Ⅱ 
Column 

1. multi-level struct. 
2. 4×M8 bolts used 
at connection to core 
barrel  
3. cups and 4×M8 
bolts used at 
connections of 
columns and tie plate 
4. cups and 4×M8 
used at connections 
of columns and tie 
plate 

1. integral struct. 
2. 4×M18 bolts used 
at connections to core 
barrel 
3. cups and 4×M18 
bolts used at 
connections of 
columns and tie plate
4. cups and 4×M8 
used at connections 
of columns and tie 
plate 

1. integral struct. 
2. 4×M16 bolts used 
at connections to core 
barrel 
3. cups and 4×M12 
used at connections 
of columns and tie 
plate 
4. cups and 4×M8 
used at connections 
of columns and tie 
plate 

1. simplified struct. 
And stiffness increase
2. stiffness increase 
3. stiffness increase 
4. reliability of the 
anti-loosing increase 

Bolts 
· connections 

at Type Ⅰ, 
Ⅱ  and 
lower core 
barrel plate 

· connections 
at Type Ⅰ , 
Ⅱ  and tie 
plate 
· material 
performance(3
50℃) 

 
·M56 nuts 
·三个点焊防松 
 
 
· M8 bolts 
·321 Austenitic SS 
without hardening 
 
 
Sy=122MPa 
Su=441MPa 
Sm=111MPa 
Sa=114MPa(1011) 

 
·M18 bolts 
· 316 SS with 
hardening 
 
·M18 bolts 
· 316 SS with 
hardening 
 
 
Sy=440.6MPa 
Su=655MPa 
Sm=146.9MPa 
Sa=163.4MPa(1011) 

 
·M16 bolts 
·Inconel 718 
 
·M12 bolts 
·Inconel 718 
 
 
Sy=930MPa 
Su=1100MPa 
Sm=367MPa 
Sa=160MPa(1011) 

 
· increase tensile 
strength 
· increase tensile 
fatigue performance 
· increase tensile 
strength 
· increase tensile 
fatigue performance 
 
 

 
 
3.2 Improvement Effects for ISC Modified Structures 
 The improvement effects were found significant through comparisons between modified and 
original structures on fluid field, flow-induced vibration, dynamic properties, material fretting and 
fretting fatigue. See Table 2. 
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Table 2 Improvement Effects of ISC Structures 

Contents Original Modified Effects 
CFD 
analysis 

·90 flowing holes on protection 
sleeve 
· complicated fluid field inside 
sleeve, vertical Vz=6m/s ，
horizontal Vxy=0.5m/s 
·strong fluid turbulence excitation

·no flowing hole 
·only vertical leaking flow 
inside sleeve 
vertical Vz<0.8m/s 
·no fluid excitation 

· no fluid 
excitation directly 
applied on ISC 

FIV 
analysis 

· no normal preload and 
circumferential pretorque to 
locating slices 
·lower vertical frequencies 
torque: f1=5.7Hz 
vertical: f2=11.9Hz 
·turbulence excitation 
vertical   δmax=141μm 
torsional  Fmax=508N 
produce fretting among locating 
slices and support trough 
·moment for ribs: 
maximum: 
Mx=6.5×104N-mm 

·stretcher at upper and pins 
at bottom 
·high normal preload 
F 予=2.63 KN 
High circumferential 
pretorque 
M 扭转=30 N-m 
· increase natural 
frequencies 
torsional : f1=71.3Hz 
vertical:  f2=155.3Hz 
·decrease FIV response 
vertical: δ ≈ 0 ， mitigate 
fretting 
·moment at ribs 
maximum: 
Mx=9.2×102N-mm 

·increase stiffness 
at support 
positions 
·increase natural 
frequencies of ISC
· decrease FIV 
response 
·decrease fretting
· decrease two 
orders for moment 
at ribs 

Fretting and 
fretting 
fatigue 
analyses 

·fretting forces and amplitudes 
due to fluid excitations 
·decrease fretting fatigue strength 
of materials 
·produce failure due to fretting 
fatigue and wear 

· increase stiffness and 
contact forces at support 
positions 
· no fretting force and 
amplitude due to fluid 
excitation 
· decrease significantly 
fretting fatigue and wear 

·no fretting force 
and amplitude due 
to fluid excitation 
·increase contact 
forces for support, 
decrease fretting 
displacement, 
protect fretting 
failure 

 
4 Key Points on the Researches 
（1）The critical technology in the researches was digitalized fluid field simulation. The fluid fields in 
the lower plenary, annular area of the reactor and buildings in a plant were simulated. In the CFD 
analysis, internal local visualized fluid field, which can’t be observed by experiments, could be 
obtained so as to fine out external causes on the structures from fluid applications. Particularly, in the 
modification of ISC, the structural torsional vibration caused by local whirling flowing inside the 
protection sleeve could be clearly observed by CFD calculations. From CFD calculations in the failure 
cause analysis of the steel chimney, the air velocity in the narrow passage between the containment and 
the steel chimney was observed increasing greatly, producing increasing of pressure difference applied 
on the steel chimney. 
  The difficulties in the CFD analysis are to choose turbulence model under high Reynolds Number, 
reasonable film layer treatment at solid and fluid interfaces, and local resistance simplification for 
complex structures. 
（2）The second difficulty in the researches was structural FIV analysis technology. The fundamental 
failure causes for the three components were all due to flow-induced vibration. The types of 
mechanisms involved in the FIV analysis, however, were various, which included fluid elastic 
unstability, random turbulence and vortex shedding. In the researches, the loads and loading spectra 
were determined in conjunction with the CFD results, taking into account test and empiric data. 
 The natural frequencies in the FIV analysis were solved by fluid-solid interaction coupling 
method, and in the response calculations the fluid was treated in an engineering way as added masses 
with decoupling of the fluid-solid, performing the dynamic FEM analysis. The FEM model was 
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verified by mock-up or scaled tests. 
（3）The large deformation and large plastic analysis technology was used in the design analyses for 
the stretcher of ISC, completing optimized analysis for various designs of the stretcher. A fixed design 
was determined with higher limit load and lower plastic deformation. The insertion-withdrawal process 
analysis was carried out by computer codes of LS-DYNA and MSC/Marc. the calculated results were 
verified by test data. 
（4）In the structural integrity analysis for the connection bolts of the reactor internals, preload 
controlling and the analytical evaluation technology with other load combination, and anti-loosing 
examination technology were technically key points. The controlling of the preload and better fitting 
with other loadings could make the connection bolts to reach better working conditions. The 
anti-loosing examination test could check the loosing-proof performance for bolts in simulating 
conditions of the life-time and verify the anti-loosing process. 
（5）The key point in the material test and analysis was damage mechanism analysis of materials under 
high temperature, corrosion, irradiation and wear, especially the influences to special material 
properties, such as fatigue strength, fracture toughness, fatigue crack propagation rate in these 
conditions. The complete conclusions were obtained, which provided important bases for the failure 
cause analysis of original structures and design improvements. 
（6）The researches involve in multi-subjects, such as fluid dynamics, flow-induced vibration, random 
vibration theory, signal analysis and data processing, material damage mechanism, fatigue and fracture 
mechanics, as well as the crossing of these subjects. It is a synthetic research achievements with 
multi-subjects. 
 
7 Conclusions 
（1）From aspects of the fluid, FIV, stress and fatigue as well as material analyses involved in the 
mechanics and material researches of improvement designs for the three components, common 
research flow diagram, principle and methodology can be summarized, and verified correct and 
feasible. The researches can be used to improvement design of similar components for in-service NPPs 
and component design for new NPPs.  
（2）A technical methodology with calculations and aided local experiments, and combination of 
analyses and tests, was used in the researches. Except for local experiments and necessary verification 
tests in similar researches later, a analytical method can be adopted. The practices prove that this 
methodology used in the researches is outstanding both on time and efficiency. 
（3）In the researches, the failure causes were found out by the quantitative analysis, and the 
comparisons among the original and improved structures demonstrated that the improvements 
were effective. 


